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Abstract

The power of shared data types to solve consensus in asynchronous wait-free systems is a fundamental question in distributed computing, but is largely considered only for specific data types. We consider general classes of abstract shared data types, and classify types of operations on those data types by the knowledge about past operations that processes can extract from the state of the shared object. We prove upper and lower bounds on the number of processes which can use data types in these classes to solve consensus. Our results generalize the consensus numbers known for a wide variety of specific shared data types, such as compare-and-swap, augmented queues and stacks, registers, and cyclic queues. Further, since the classification is based directly on the semantics of operations, one can use the bounds we present to determine the consensus number of a new data type from its specification.

We show that, using sets of operations which can detect the first change to the shared object state, or even one at a fixed distance from the beginning of the execution, any number of processes can solve consensus. However, if instead of one of the first changes, operations can only detect one of the most recent changes, then fewer processes can solve consensus. In general, if each operation can either change shared state or read it, but not both, then the number of processes which can solve consensus is limited by the number of consecutive recent operations which can be viewed by a single operation. Allowing operations that both change and read the shared state can allow consensus algorithms with more processes, but if the operations can only see one change a fixed number of operations in the past, we upper bound the number of processes which can solve consensus with a small constant.
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1 Introduction

Determining the power of shared data types to implement other shared data types in an asynchronous crash-prone system is a fundamental question in distributed computing. Pioneering work by Herlihy [7] focused on implementations that are both wait-free, meaning any number of processes can crash, and linearizable (or atomic). As shown in [7], this question is equivalent to determining the consensus number of the data types, which is the maximum number of processes for which linearizable shared objects of a data type can be used to solve the consensus problem. If a data type has consensus number \( n \), then in a system with \( n \) processes, shared objects of this type can be used to implement shared objects of any other type. Thus, knowing the consensus number of a data type gives us a good idea of its computational strength.

We wish to provide tools with which it is easy to determine the consensus number of any given data type. So far, most known consensus number results are for specific data
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types. These are useful, since we know the upper and lower bounds on the strength of many commonly-used objects, but are of no help in determining the consensus number of a new shared data type. Further, even among the known bounds, there are some that seem similar, and even have nearly identical proofs of their bounds, but these piecemeal proofs for each data type give no insight into those relations.

1.1 Summary of Results

We define a general schema for classifying data types, based on their sequential specifications, which we call sensitivity. If the information about the shared state which an operation returns can be analyzed to extract the arguments to a particular subsequence of past operations, we say that the data type is sensitive to that subsequence. For example, a register is sensitive to the most recent write, since a read returns the argument to that write. A stack is sensitive to the last Push which does not have a matching Pop, since a Pop will return the argument to that Push. We define several such classes in this paper, such as data types sensitive to the kth change to the state, data types sensitive to the kth most recent change, and data types sensitive to the l consecutive recent changes.

We show a number of bounds, both upper and lower, on the number of processes which can use shared objects whose data types are in these different sensitivity classes to solve wait-free consensus. Specifically, we begin by showing that information about the beginning of a history of operations of a shared data type allows processes to solve consensus for any number of processes. This is a natural result, since the ordering of operations on the shared objects allows the algorithm to break symmetry.

An augmented queue, as in [7], using Enqueue and Peek is such a data type, as Peeks can always determine what value was enqueued first, and all processes can decide that value. Other examples include a Compare-and-Swap (CAS) object using a function which stores its argument if the object is empty and returns the contents without changing them, if it is not. Repeated applications of this operation have the effect of storing the argument to the first operation executed and returning it to all subsequent operations. There are data types which are stronger than this, such as with operations which return the entire history of operations on the shared object, but our result shows that that strength is unneeded for consensus.

Next, we consider what happens if a data type has operations which depend on the last operations executed. We show that if a data type has only operations whose return values depend exclusively on one operation at a fixed distance back in history, then that data type can only solve consensus for a small, constant number of processes. A data type whose operations which cannot atomically both read and change the shared state, consensus is only possible for one process. If a data type’s operations reveal some number l of consecutive changes to the shared state, then it can solve consensus for l processes.

These data types model the scenario when there is limited memory. If we want to store a queue, but only have enough memory to store k elements, we can throw away older elements, yielding a data type sensitive to recent operations. A cyclical queue has such behavior, and with operations Enqueue and Peek, where Peek returns the kth-most recent argument to Enqueue, has consensus number 1. To solve consensus for more processes with a similar data type, we show that knowledge of consecutive past operations is sufficient. If instead of only one recent argument, we can discern a contiguous sequence of them, we can solve consensus for more processes. Using the same cyclical k-queue, if our Peek operation is replaced with a ReadAll which tells the entire contents of the queue atomically, we show that we can solve consensus for k processes. This parameterized result suggests a fundamental property of the amount of necessary information for solving consensus.
1.2 Related Work

Herlihy[7] first introduced the concepts of consensus numbers and the universality of consensus in asynchronous, wait-free systems. He showed that a consensus object could provide a wait-free and linearizable implementation of any other shared object. Further, he showed that different objects could only solve consensus for certain numbers of processes. This gives a hierarchy of object types, sorted by the maximum number of processes for which they can solve consensus. He also proved consensus numbers for a number of common objects.

Many researchers have worked to understand exactly what level of computational power this represents, and when consensus numbers make sense as a measure of computational power. Jayanti and Toueg [8] and Borowsky, et al. [3] established that consensus numbers of specific data types make sense when multiple objects of the type and R/W registers are used, regardless of the objects’ initial states. Bazzi et al. [2] showed that adding registers to a deterministic data type with consensus number greater than 1 does not increase the data type’s consensus number. Other work establishes that non-determinism collapses the consensus number hierarchy [9, 10], that consensus is impossible with Byzantine [1], and what happens when multiple shared objects can be accessed atomically [11].

Ruppert [12] provides conditions with which it is possible to determine whether a data type can solve consensus. He considers two generic classes of data types, RMW types and readable types. RMW types have a generic Read-Modify-Write operation which reads the shared state and changes it according to an input function. Readable types have operations which return at least part of the state of the shared object without changing it. He shows that for both of these classes, consensus can be solved among \( n \) processes if and only if they can discern which of two groups the first process to act belonged to. This condition, called \( n \)-discerning, is defined in terms of each of the classes of data types. This has a similar flavor to our first result below, where seeing what happened first is useful for consensus. We define our conditions more directly as properties of the sequential specification of a shared object and also consider different perspectives on what previous events are visible.

Chordia et al. [5] have lower bounds on the number of processes which can solve consensus using classes of objects with definitions similar to [12]–the duration for which two operation orderings are distinguishable affects the objects’ consensus power–using algebraic properties, as we do. These results are not directly comparable to those in [12], since they have different assumptions about the algorithms and exact data returned. [5] also does not provide upper bounds, which we focus on.

In another direction, Chen et al. [4] consider the edge cases of several data types, when operations’ return values are not traditionally well-defined. An intuitive example is the effect of a Dequeue operation on an empty queue, where it could return \( \bot \) or return an arbitrary value, never return a useful value again, or a number of other possibilities. They consider a few different possible failure modes, and show that the consensus numbers of objects are different when they have different behaviors when the object “breaks” in such a case. These results are orthogonal to our paper, as they primarily focus on queues and stacks, and assume that objects break in some permanent way when they hit such an edge case. We assume that there is a legal return value for any operation invocation, and that objects will continue to operate even after they hit such an edge case.

2 Definitions and Model

We consider a shared-memory model of computation, where the programming system provides a set of shared objects, accessible to processes. Each object is linearizable (or atomic) and
thus will be modeled as providing operations that occur instantaneously. Each object has an abstract data type, which gives the interface by which processes will interact with the object.

A data type \( T \) provides two things: (1) A set of operations \( \text{OPS} \) which specify an association of arguments and return values as \( \text{operation instances} \ OP(arg,ret) \), \( OP \in \text{OPS} \) and (2) A sequential specification \( \ell_T \) which is a set of all the legal sequences of operation instances. We use \( \text{arg}_OP \) and \( \text{ret}_OP \) to denote the sets of possible arguments and return values, respectively, to instances of operation \( OP \). Given any sequence \( \rho \) of operation instances, we use \( \rho|\text{args} \) to denote the sequence of arguments to the instances in \( \rho \).

We assume the following constraints on the set of legal sequences:

- **Prefix Closure**: If a sequence \( \rho \) is legal, every prefix of \( \rho \) is legal.
- **Completeness**: If a sequence \( \rho \) is legal, for every operation \( OP \) in the data type and every argument \( \text{arg} \in \text{arg}_OP \), there exists a response \( \text{ret} \in \text{ret}_OP \) such that \( \rho \cdot OP(\text{arg}, \text{ret}) \) is legal (where \( \cdot \) is concatenation).
- **Determinism**: If a sequence \( \rho \cdot OP(\text{arg}, \text{ret}) \) is legal, there is no \( \text{ret}' \neq \text{ret} \) such that \( \rho \cdot OP(\text{arg}, \text{ret}') \) is legal.

We say that two finite legal sequences \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) of operation instances are equivalent (denoted \( \rho_1 \equiv \rho_2 \)) if and only if for every sequence \( \rho_3 \), the sequence \( \rho_1 \cdot \rho_3 \) is legal if and only if \( \rho_2 \cdot \rho_3 \) is legal.

We classify all operations of a data type into two classes, not necessarily disjoint. Informally, **accessors** return some value about the state of a shared object and **mutators** change the state of the object. An operation may be both an accessor and a mutator, in which case we call it a **mixed** operation. If it is an accessor but not a mutator, we say that it is a **pure** accessor. Similarly, pure mutators are mutators but not accessors. Formally,

- **Definition 1.** An operation \( OP \) of an abstract data type \( T \) is a mutator if there is some legal sequence \( \rho \) of instances of operations of \( T \) and some instance \( op \) of \( OP \) such that \( \rho \not\equiv \rho \cdot op \).

- **Definition 2.** An operation \( OP \) of an abstract data type \( T \) is an accessor if there is some legal sequence \( \rho \) of instances of operations of \( T \), an instance \( op \) of some operation of \( T \) such that \( \rho \cdot op \) is legal, and an instance \( aop \) of \( OP \) such that \( \rho \cdot aop \) is legal, but \( \rho \cdot op \cdot aop \) is not legal.

We consider only data types with non-vacuous sets of operations, which include both a mutator and an accessor (not necessarily distinct). Any shared object which does not have a mutator is a constant which can be replaced by a local copy and any shared object without an accessor is of no use to any party, since they cannot discern the state of the object. We further consider only data types whose operation set has at least one mutator which accepts at least two distinct arguments.

### 2.1 Sensitivity

We will use the concept of sensitivity to classify operations. The sensitivity of a set of operations is a means of tracking which previous operations on a shared object cause a particular instance to return a specific value. Intuitively, an operation which has a return value will usually return a value dependent on some subset of previous operation instances. For example, a **read** on a register will return the argument to the last previous **write**. On a queue, an instance of **Dequeue** will return the argument of the first **Enqueue** instance which has not already been returned by a **Dequeue**. We categorize operations by which previous instances (first, latest, first not already used, etc.) we can deduce, or “see”, based on the return value of an instance of an accessor operation.
Definition 3. Let \( OPS \) be a subset of the operations of a data type \( T \). Let \( OPS_M \) denote the set of all mutators in \( OPS \). Let \( S \) be an arbitrary function that, given a finite sequence \( \rho \in \ell_T \), returns a subsequence of \( \rho \) consisting only of instances of mutators.

\( OPS \) is defined to be \( S \)-sensitive if there exist an accessor \( AOP \in OPS \) and a computable function \( \text{decode} : \text{ret}_{AOP} \rightarrow \) the set of all finite sequences over \( \bigcup_{MOP \in OPS_M} \text{arg}_{MOP} \) such that for all \( \rho \in \ell_T \), \( \text{arg} \in \text{arg}_{AOP} \), and \( \text{ret} \in \text{ret}_{AOP} \) with \( \rho \cdot AOP(\text{arg},\text{ret}) \in \ell_T \), \( \text{decode}(\text{ret}) = S(\rho)_{|\text{args}} \).

Definition 4. A subset \( OPS \) of the operations of a data type \( T \) is strictly \( S \)-sensitive if for every \( \rho \in \ell_T \), every accessor \( AOP \) and every instance \( AOP(\text{arg},\text{ret}) \) with \( \rho \cdot AOP(\text{arg},\text{ret}) \in \ell_T \), \( \text{ret} = S(\rho)_{|\text{args}} \). That is, \( AOP(\text{arg},\text{ret}) \) gives no knowledge about the shared state except for \( S(\rho)_{|\text{args}} \).

An example, for which we will later show bounds on the consensus number, is \( k \)-front-sensitive sets of operations:

Definition 5. A subset \( OPS \) of the operations of a data type \( T \) is \( k \)-front-sensitive for a fixed integer \( k \) if \( OPS \) is \( S \)-sensitive where \( S(\rho) \) is the \( k \)th mutator instance in \( \rho \) for every \( \rho \in \ell_T \) consisting of instances of operations in \( OPS \) which has at least \( k \) mutator instances.

In an augmented queue (as in [7]), the operation set \( \{\text{Enqueue, Peek}\} \) is \( k \)-front-sensitive by this definition, where \( k = 1 \), \( S \) returns the first mutator in a sequence of operation instances, the accessor \( AOP \) is \( \text{Peek} \), and the \( \text{decode} \) function is the identity, since the return value of \( \text{Peek} \) is the argument to the single first \( \text{Enqueue} \) on the queue. In fact, this operation set is also strictly 1-front-sensitive, since the return value of an instance of \( \text{Peek} \) is the argument to the single first \( \text{Enqueue} \).

2.2 Consensus

We are studying the binary Consensus problem in an asynchronous wait-free model with \( n \) processes. In an asynchronous model, processes have no common timing. One process can perform an unbounded number of actions before another process performs a single action. A wait-free model allows for up to \( n - 1 \) processes to fail by crashing. A process which crashes ceases to perform any further actions. Processes may fail at any time and give no indication that they have crashed. Processes which do not crash are said to be correct. Any algorithm running in this model must be able to continue despite all other processes crashing, while it cannot in a bounded amount of time distinguish between a crashed process and a slow process. Thus, any algorithm in this model must never require a process to wait for any other process to complete an action or reach a certain state.

We say that an execution of an algorithm using a shared data type is a sequence of operation instances, each labeled with a specific process and shared object. The projection of an execution onto a single object must be a legal operation sequence, by the sequential specification of the data type.

The consensus problem is defined as follows: Every process has an initial input value \( v \in \{0, 1\} \). After that, if it is correct, it will decide a value \( d \in \{0, 1\} \). Once a process decides a value, it cannot change that decision. Further, all correct processes must satisfy three conditions:

- Termination: All correct processes eventually decide some value
- Agreement: All correct processes decide the same value \( d \)
- Validity: All correct processes decide a value which was some process’ input
An abstract data type $T$ can implement consensus if there is an algorithm in the given model which uses objects of $T$ (plus registers) to solve consensus. The consensus number of an abstract data type is the largest number of processes $n$ for which there exists an algorithm to implement consensus among $n$ processes using objects of that data type. If there is no such largest number, we say the data type has consensus number $\infty$.

We use valency proofs, as in [7], to show upper bounds on the number of processes for which an abstract data type can solve consensus. The following lemma was implicit in [7] and made explicit in [12]. We will use this to make proofs of upper bounds on consensus numbers cleaner.

To state the lemma, we recall the concepts of valency and critical configurations. A configuration represents the local states of all processes and the states of all shared objects. When a process $p_i$ executes a step of a consensus algorithm, it causes the system to proceed from one configuration $C$ to another, which we call a child configuration, and denote by $p_i(C)$. A configuration is bivalent if it is possible, starting from that configuration, for the algorithm to cause all processes to decide 0 and also possible for it to cause all processes to decide 1. A configuration is univalent if from that configuration, the algorithm will necessarily cause processes to always reach the same decision value. If this value is 0, the configuration is 0-valent and if it is 1, the configuration is 1-valent. A configuration is critical if it is bivalent, but all its child configurations are univalent.

\textbf{Lemma 6.} Every critical configuration has child configurations with different valencies which are reached by different processes acting on the same shared object, which cannot be a register.

We also restate the following lemma based on Fischer et al. [6].

\textbf{Lemma 7.} A consensus algorithm always has an initial bivalent configuration and must have a reachable critical configuration in every execution.

Note that we do not require that the set of sensitive operations is the entire set of operations supported by the shared object(s) in the system. There may be other operations. These extra operations do not detract from the ability of a sensitive set of operations to solve consensus, since an algorithm may just choose not to use any other operations. This means that our proofs of the ability to solve consensus are powerful. Impossibility proofs do not get this extra strength, as a clever combination of operations which are not sensitive in a particular way may allow stronger algorithms.

\section{3 k-Front-Sensitive Data Types}

We begin by proving a result that generalizes the consensus number of augmented queues. We observe that if all processes can determine which among them was the first to modify a shared object, then they can solve consensus by all deciding that first process’ input. For example, in an augmented queue, any number of processes can solve consensus by each enqueuing their input value, then using peek to determine which enqueue was first [7].

More generally, processes do not need to know which mutator was first, as long as they can all determine, for some fixed integer $k$, the argument of the $k$th mutator executed on the shared object. Thus, we have the following general theorem, which applies to either a mutator and pure accessor or to a mixed operation. An example (for $k = 1$) is an augmented queue, where \texttt{Peek} returns the first argument ever passed to an \texttt{Enqueue}, requiring no decoding. Another similar example is a Compare-And-Swap operation which places a value into a
shared register in an initial state and leaves any other value it finds in the object, leaving the argument of the first operation instance still in the shared object, and thus decodable at each subsequent operation. For any \( k \), a mixed operation which stores a value and returns the entire history of past changes, satisfies the definition, since the first argument is always visible to later operations.

**Theorem 8.** The consensus number of a data type containing a \( k \)-front-sensitive subset of operations is \( \infty \).

We give a generic algorithm (Algorithm 1) which we can instantiate for any \( k \)-front-sensitive set of operations (which has a mutator with at least two possible distinct arguments) to solve consensus among any number of processes and prove its correctness as a consensus algorithm. The mutator and accessor in the algorithm are not necessarily distinct operations.

### Algorithm 1

Consensus algorithm for a data type with a \( k \)-front-sensitive subset of operations, \( OPS \), using a mutator \( OP \) and accessor \( AOP \), in \( OPS \)

1. for \( i = 1 \) to \( k \) do
2. \( OP(input) \)
3. end for
4. result \( \leftarrow AOP(arg) \) \text{ \text{\text{\text{\textend{footnotesize}}}} \text{Arbitrary argument} \ arg \\
5. val \( \leftarrow \) decode(result)
6. decide(val)

**Proof.** We must show that this algorithm satisfies the three properties of a consensus algorithm.

- **Termination:** Each process performs a finite number of operations, never waiting for another process. Thus, even in a wait-free system, where any number of other processes may have crashed, all running processes will terminate in a finite length of time.
- **Validity:** By the definition of sensitivity, the decision value at each process will be an argument to a past mutator, and only processes’ input values are passed as inputs to mutators on the shared object. Thus, each decision value is some process’ input value, and is valid.
- **Agreement:** \( decode(result) \) will return the argument to the \( k \)th mutator instance at all processes. Since each process completes \( k \) mutators before it invokes \( AOP \), there are guaranteed to be at least \( k \) mutators preceding the instance of \( AOP \) in line 4. Thus, each process decides the same value.

No part of the algorithm or proof is constrained by the number of participating processes, which means that this algorithm solves consensus for any number of processes using a \( k \)-front-sensitive data object, so the consensus number of any shared object with a \( k \)-front-sensitive set of operations is \( \infty \).

**4 Consensus with End-Sensitive Data Types**

While data types which “remember” which mutator went first, or \( k \)th as above, are intuitively very useful for consensus, other data types can also solve consensus, though not necessarily for an arbitrary number of processes. As a motivating example, consider the difference in semantics and consensus numbers between stacks and queues, shown in [7]. Both store elements given them in an ordered fashion, and the basic version of each has consensus
number 2. However, adding extra power to a queue in the form of a peek operation gives it consensus number $\infty$, while adding a similar operation top to stacks does not give them any extra power.

If we view the difference between an augmented queue and an augmented stack in terms of sensitivity, Enqueue and Peek on a queue are front-sensitive, while Push and Top on a stack are end-sensitive. That is, queues see what operation was first, while stacks see which was latest. When processes cannot tell how far in the algorithm other processes have gotten, though, due to asynchrony, knowing what operation was latest is not helpful for consensus, as another mutator could finish after some process decides, and that other process will see a different last value. We explore generalizations of this problem and what power still remains in end-sensitive data types.

Unfortunately, the picture for data types with end-sensitive operations sets is more complex than that for front-sensitive types. Here, we have variations depending on exactly which part of the end of the previous history is visible or partly visible to an accessor. It is also important that shared objects have a pure accessor, or some other means of maintaining the state of the object, or else every operation will change what future operations see, making it difficult or impossible to come to a consensus.

We begin with a symmetric definition to that in Section 3, but for recent operations instead of initial, and show that it is not useful for consensus. We then show that certain subclasses, which are sensitive to more than one past operation, have higher consensus numbers.

> **Definition 9.** A subset $OPS$ of the operations of a data type $T$ is $k$-end-sensitive for a fixed integer $k$ if $OPS$ is $S$-sensitive where $S(\rho)$ is the $k$th-last mutator instance in $\rho$ for every $\rho \in \ell_T$ consisting entirely of instances of operations in $OPS$ and containing at least $k$ mutator instances, and $S(\rho)$ is a null operation instance $\perp(\perp, \perp)$, if there are not at least $k$ mutator instances in $\rho$.

This definition does not lead to as simple a result as that for front-sensitive sets of operations. As we will show, there is no algorithm for solving consensus for $n$ processes with an arbitrary $k$-end-sensitive set of operations, for $n > 1$. We will give a number of more fine-grained definitions, showing that different subsets of the class of $k$-end-sensitive operation sets range in power from consensus number 1 to consensus number $\infty$.

Consider a set of operations which is $S$-sensitive, where for all $\rho$, $S(\rho)$ is the entire sequence of mutator instances in $\rho$. This set of operations is both $k$-end-sensitive and $k$-front-sensitive, for $k = 1$. By the result from Section 3, we know that such a set of operations has consensus number $\infty$. A similar result holds for any $k$ for which an operation set is $k$-front-sensitive. Thus, in this section, we will only consider operation sets which are not $k$-front-sensitive for any $k$ and consider only the strength and limitations of end-sensitivity.

### 4.1 k-End-Sensitive Types

Unlike front-sensitive data types, if a set of operations is strictly $k$-end-sensitive, for some fixed $k$, the data type does not have infinite consensus number. This is a result of the fact that the $k$th-last mutator is a constantly moving target, as processes execute more mutators. As we will show, in an asynchronous system, if there are more than one or three processes in the system (depending on the types of operations in the set), operations can be scheduled such that the “moving target” is always obscured for some processes, so they cannot distinguish which process took a step first after a critical configuration, which prevents them from safely deciding any value. We formalize this in the following theorems.
Theorem 10. For \( k > 2 \), any data type with a strictly \( k \)-end-sensitive operation set consisting only of pure accessors and pure mutators has consensus number 1.

Proof. Suppose we have a consensus algorithm \( A \) for at least 2 processes, \( p_0 \) and \( p_1 \), using such an operation set. Consider a critical configuration \( C \) of an execution of algorithm \( A \), as per Lemmas 6, 7. If \( p_0 \) is about to execute a pure accessor, \( p_1 \) will not be able to distinguish \( C \) from the child configuration \( p_0(C) \) when running alone, by the definition of a pure accessor. Thus, it will decide the same value in the executions where it runs from either of those states, which contradicts the fact that they have different valencies. If \( p_1 \)'s next operation is a pure accessor, a similar argument holds.

Thus, both processes' next operations from configuration \( C \) must be mutators. Assume without loss of generality that \( p_0(C) \) is 0-valent and \( p_1(C) \) is 1-valent. Then the states \( C_0 = p_1(p_0(C)) \) and \( C_1 = p_0(p_1(C)) \) are likewise 0-valent and 1-valent, respectively.

We construct a pair of executions, extending \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \), in which at least one process cannot learn which configuration it is executing from. By the Termination condition for consensus algorithms, at least one process must decide in a finite number of steps, and since the two executions return the same values to the first process to decide, it will decide the same value after \( p_1(p_0(C)) \) as after \( p_0(p_1(C)) \), despite those configurations having different valencies. This is a contradiction to the supposed correctness of \( A \), showing that no such algorithm can exist.

We construct the first execution, from \( C_0 \), as follows. Assuming for the moment that both processes continue to execute mutators (we will discuss what happens when they don’t, below), let \( p_0 \) run alone until it is ready to execute another mutator. Then pause \( p_0 \) and let \( p_1 \) run alone until it is also ready to execute a mutator, and pause it. Let \( p_0 \) run alone again until it has completed \( k-2 \) mutators and is ready to execute another. Next, allow \( p_1 \) to run until it has executed one mutator, and is prepared to execute a second. We then continue to repeat this sequence, allowing \( p_0 \) to run alone again for \( k-2 \) mutators, then \( p_1 \) for one, etc.

The second execution is constructed identically from \( C_1 \) except that after \( C_1 \), \( p_0 \) first runs until it has executed \( k-3 \) mutators and is ready to execute another, then \( p_1 \) executes a mutator. After that, the processes alternate as in the first execution, with \( p_0 \) executing \( k-2 \) mutators and \( p_1 \) executing one.

We know that each process, running alone from \( C_0 \) (or \( C_1 \)), must execute at least \( k-2 \) mutators to be able to see what mutator was first after \( C \), since we have a strictly \( k \)-end-sensitive set of operations, which means that any correct algorithm must execute at least that many mutators, since it must be able to distinguish \( p_0(C) \) from \( p_1(C) \). The way we construct the executions, though, we interleave the operation instances in such a way that each process sees only its own operation instances, and cannot distinguish these executions from running alone from \( C_0 \) (or \( C_1 \)). It is an interesting feature of this construction that we do not force any processes to crash. In fact, we need both processes to continue running to ensure that they successfully hide their own operations from each other.

If we denote any mutator by \( m \) and any accessor by \( a \), with subscripts to indicate the process to which the operations belong and superscripts for repetition (in the style of regular expressions), we can represent these two execution fragments, restricted to the shared object operated on in configuration \( C \), as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& m_0 \cdot m_1 \cdot a_0^* \cdot a_1^* \cdot (m_0 \cdot a_0^*)^{k-2} \cdot (m_1 \cdot a_1^*) \cdot (m_0 \cdot a_0^*)^{k-2} \cdots \\
& m_1 \cdot m_0 \cdot a_1^* \cdot a_0^* \cdot (m_0 \cdot a_0^*)^{k-3} \cdot (m_1 \cdot a_1^*) \cdot (m_0 \cdot a_0^*)^{k-2} \cdots
\end{align*}
\]

Since the return value of each accessor is determined by the \( k \)th most recent mutator, all operations are pure, and operations are deterministic, we can see that corresponding
accessor instances will return the same value in the two executions. Thus, neither process can distinguish the two executions. This is true despite the possibility of operations on other shared objects. To discern the two runs, each process must determine which process executed an operation first after \( C \), and that can only be determined by operations on this shared object. Thus, as long as the return values to operations on this object are the same, since the algorithm is deterministic, the processes will continue to invoke the same operations in the two runs, and will be unable to distinguish the two executions.

This interleaving of operation instances works as long as both processes continue to invoke mutators. Each process must decide after a finite time, though, so they cannot continue to invoke mutators indefinitely. When a process ceases to invoke mutators, we can no longer schedule operations as before to continue hiding its past operations. There are two possible cases for which process(es) finish their mutators first in the two executions.

First, one process (WLOG \( p_0 \)) may execute its last mutator before the other does, in both executions. When \( p_0 \) executes its last mutator in each execution, let it continue to run alone until it decides. Since configuration \( C \), it has only seen its own mutators, and since the data type is strictly \( k \)-end-sensitive and no more mutators are executed, will continue to see only its own past mutators in both executions. Thus, the two executions are identical for \( p_0 \) and it will decide the same value in both, contradicting their differing valencies.

Second, it may be that in one execution, \( p_0 \) executes its last mutator before \( p_1 \) does and in the other, \( p_1 \) executes its last mutator before \( p_0 \). Each process will follow the same progression of local states in both executions, so this case can only arise when \( p_0 \)’s last mutator in the first execution is the last in a block of \( k - 2 \) mutators it runs by itself, and thus first in such a block in the second execution. In the first execution, after \( p_0 \) executes its last mutator, let it run alone, as in the first case. In the second execution, after \( p_1 \) executes its last mutator, pause it, and allow \( p_0 \) to run alone, executing its last mutator and continuing until it decides. By the same argument as case 1, \( p_0 \) decides the same value in both executions, contradicting the fact that they have the same valency.

Thus, the assumed consensus algorithm cannot actually exist.

If mixed operations are allowed, the above proof does not hold, as a mixed operation immediately after \( C \) will potentially have a different return value than it would in a different execution where there is an intervening mutator. We can show the following:

\[ \textbf{Theorem 11.} \textit{For } k > 2, \textit{any data type with an operation set which is strictly } k \textit{-end-sensitive has consensus number at most 3.} \]

\[ \textbf{Proof Sketch.} \textit{Assume in contradiction that there is an algorithm which solves consensus for 4 processes } p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3 \textit{using such a data type } T. \textit{As in the proof of Theorem 10, there must be a critical configuration } C \textit{ and all processes must be prepared to execute a mutator in } C. \textit{Assume WLOG that } p_0(C) \textit{ is 0-valent and } p_1(C) \textit{ is 1-valent.}

We construct two executions from \( C_0 = p_1(p_0(C)) \) and \( C_1 = p_0(p_1(C)) \), respectively, and show that the one process will decide the same value in both executions. In both executions, let \( p_0 \) and \( p_1 \) crash immediately after \( C_0 \) or \( C_1 \), respectively. We will then interleave \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) similarly to how we did in the proof of Theorem 10, such that the processes cannot distinguish which of the two executions they are in. By the same argument as before, at least one will decide the same value in both execution, contradicting their different valencies.

The executions are as follows, denoting any sequence consisting of a single mutator followed by any number of pure accessors by \textit{block}, with subscripts to indicate the process to which the operations belong and superscripts for repetition (in the style of regular expressions), we can
represent these two executions, restricted to the shared object operated on in configuration
C, as follows:

\[ \text{block}_0 \cdot \text{block}_1 \cdot (\text{block}_2)^{k-2} \cdot \text{block}_3 \cdot (\text{block}_2)^{k-2} \cdot \text{block}_3 \cdot \cdots \]

\[ \text{block}_1 \cdot \text{block}_0 \cdot (\text{block}_2)^{k-3} \cdot \text{block}_3 \cdot (\text{block}_2)^{k-2} \cdot \text{block}_3 \cdot \cdots \]

4.2 1- and 2-End-Sensitive Types

The bounds in the previous section require \( k > 2 \), so we here explore what bounds hold when
\( k \leq 2 \). We continue to consider strictly \( k \)-end-sensitive operations; we will consider operation
sets with knowledge of additional operations (that is, with larger sensitive sequences \( S(\rho) \))
later.

We first consider the case \( k = 1 \), which implies that accessor operations can see the last
previous mutator. If all operations are pure mutators or accessors, then it is intuitive that
consensus would not be possible, since we could schedule operations such that each process
only saw its own mutators. We show that this is, in fact, the case. This generalizes the bound
that registers can only solve consensus for one process. If mixed operations are allowed, then
a process can obtain some information about other operations, which we will show is enough
to solve consensus for two processes, but no more. We know that this bound of 2 is tight,
that is, no lower bound can be proved for the entire class, since \( \text{Test\&Set} \), for example, is
sensitive to only the last previous mutator and has consensus number 2 \cite{7}.

\[ \text{Theorem 12.} \] Any data type with a strictly 1-end-sensitive operation set with no mixed
operations has consensus number 1.

\[ \text{Proof.} \] Suppose there is an algorithm \( A \) which solves consensus for such an operation set on
at least 2 processes. Let \( C \) be a critical configuration. Assume WLOG that \( p_0(C) \) is 0-valent
and \( p_1(C) \) is 1-valent.

If at least one process, say \( p_1 \), is prepared to execute a pure accessor in configuration \( C \),
then \( p_1(C) \) and \( C \) will only differ in the local state of \( p_1 \). If \( p_1 \) crashes immediately, \( p_0 \) will
behave the same in both executions, and decide the same value, which contradicts the fact
that \( p_0(C) \) is 0-valent.

Thus, both \( p_0 \) and \( p_1 \) must be ready in \( C \) to execute mutators. Consider the configurations
\( p_0(C) \) and \( p_0(p_1(C)) \). Since the operation set is sensitive to only the last mutator, if \( p_0 \) runs
alone from each of these configurations, it will never be able to ascertain the presence of \( p_1 \)'s
operation in the second, and will decide the same value in either case. This again contradicts
the different valencies of the configurations.

Thus, there cannot be a critical configuration in the execution of \( A \), which means that
there is an execution in which it will never terminate. Since consensus algorithms must
terminate, \( A \) cannot exist.

\[ \text{Theorem 13.} \] Any data type with a strictly 1-end-sensitive operation set has consensus
number at most 2.

\[ \text{Proof.} \] Suppose there is an algorithm \( A \) which solves consensus for such an operation set on
at least 3 processes. Let \( C \) be a critical configuration. Assume WLOG that \( p_0(C) \) is 0-valent
and \( p_1(C) \) is 1-valent.

If at least one process, say \( p_1 \), is prepared to execute a pure accessor in configuration \( C \),
then \( p_1(C) \) and \( C \) will only differ in the local state of \( p_1 \). If \( p_1 \) crashes immediately, \( p_0 \) will
behave the same in both executions, and decide the same value, which contradicts the fact that $p_0(C)$ is 0-valent.

Thus, both $p_0$ and $p_1$ must be ready in $C$ to execute mutators. Unless both processes are about to execute mixed operations, suppose WLOG that $p_0$ is about to execute a pure mutator. Consider the configurations $p_0(C)$ and $p_0(p_1(C))$. Since the operation set is sensitive to only the last mutator and $p_0$’s operation is a pure mutator, if $p_0$ runs alone from each of these configurations, it will never be able to ascertain the presence of $p_1$’s operation in the second, and will decide the same value in either case. This again contradicts the different valencies of the configurations.

If both $p_0$ and $p_1$ are prepared to execute mixed operations in $C$, then consider the configurations $p_0(C)$ and $p_0(p_1(C))$. If we allow a third process $p_2$ to run alone from these two configurations, it will not be able to distinguish them, because the operation set is strictly 1-end-sensitive. Thus, $p_2$ will decide the same value in both cases, contradicting their different valencies.

Thus, there cannot be a critical configuration in the execution of $A$, which means that there is an execution in which it will never terminate. Since consensus algorithms must terminate, $A$ cannot exist.

Next, we consider $k = 2$. If the sensitive set of operations includes a pure accessor, we show that we can solve consensus for 2 processes. Here, unlike our other results, the presence or absence of a mixed operation does not seem to affect the strength for consensus. Instead, it is important to have a pure accessor, which can see the 2nd-last mutator without changing it, which makes it practical for both processes to see the same value.

Data types without a pure accessor seem to have less power than consensus, since it is impossible to check the shared state without changing it. This makes it very difficult for processes to avoid confusing each other. A similar argument to that for Theorem 11 provides an upper-bound of $n \leq 3$ for this data type. We conjecture that it is lower ($n = 1$), but do not yet have the tools to prove this formally.

For now, an upper bound on the consensus number of 2-end-sensitive operation types is an open question, but we conjecture that it will be 2, or perhaps 3 with mixed operations as for $k$-end-sensitive types with $k > 2$, above.

**Theorem 14.** For $k = 2$, a data type containing a $k$-end-sensitive set of operation types which includes a pure accessor has consensus number at least 2, using Algorithm 2.

**Proof.** The algorithm has no wait or loop statements, so it will always terminate in a finite number of steps. Similarly, processes always decide either their own input or a decoded input from the other process, and they only do the latter when there has actually been such a value put into the shared object, so the algorithms satisfy validity.

To prove agreement, consider the possible decision points in the algorithm. If one process passed the `if` statement, then it saw $\bot$ when reading the shared state. But one process’ mutator must appear before the other’s in the execution, which means that the second process, which accesses the object no sooner than it executes its mutator, would see that two operations (including its own) had completed, and would not decode $\bot$. Thus, it would fail the `if` condition, decoding the first mutator in the execution, which, because there are only ever two invoked, is that belonging to the first process, and they both decide the first process’ input.

If both processes were in the `else` case, then both saw two mutators. Since only two mutators are ever invoked on the shared object, and they must appear in the same order to
both processes, the processes would decode, and decide, the same value. Thus agreement is
also satisfied, and this is a correct consensus algorithm for two processes.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Consensus Algorithm for 2 processes using 2-end-sensitive set of operations
using mutator $OP$ and pure accessor $AOP$}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE $OP$(input)
\STATE $val \leftarrow AOP()$
\IF{$decode(val) = \bot$}
\STATE $\text{decide}(\text{input})$
\ELSE
\STATE $\text{decide}(\text{decode}(val))$
\ENDIF
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

4.3 Knowledge of Consecutive Operations

Operation sets which only allow a process to learn about one past operation are generally
limited to solving consensus for at most a small constant number of processors. We now
show that knowledge about several consecutive recent operations allows more processes to
solve consensus. In effect, we are enlarging the moving target we discussed before. We will
show that this does, in fact, allow consensus algorithms on more processes, as many as the
size of the target, or the number of consecutive operations we can decode. We will then show
that when we know the last mutator instances that have happened, the bound is tight.

This is interesting because the consensus number is not affected by how old the visible
operations are, as long as they are at a consistent distance. That is, if we always know a
window of history that is a certain fixed number of operations old (no matter what that
number is), we can use it to solve consensus. Also interesting is the fact that the bound is
parameterized. While knowing a single element of history can solve consensus for a constant
number of processes, if we know $l$ consecutive mutators in the history, we can solve consensus
for $l$ processes for any natural number $l$. Thus, knowing more consecutive elements always
increases the consensus number.

We could use this to create a family of data types which solve consensus for an arbitrary
number of processes, with a direct cost trade-off. If we maintain a rolling cache of several
consecutive mutators, we can trade off the size of the cache we maintain against the number of
processes which can solve consensus. If we only need consensus for a few processes, we know
we only need to maintain a small cache. If we have the available capacity to maintain a large
cache, we can solve consensus for a large number of processes.

We begin by defining the sensitivity of these large-target operation sets, and giving a
consensus algorithm for them. In effect, the algorithm watches for the target to fill up,
and as long as it is not full, can determine which process was first. Since we can only see
instances as long as the target “window” does not overflow, this gives the maximum number
of processes which can use this algorithm to solve consensus. We later show this number is
tight, if there are no mixed operations.

$\Rightarrow$ Definition 15. A subset $OPS$ of the operations of a data type $T$ is $l$-consecutive-$k$-end-
sensitive for fixed integers $l$ and $k$ if $OPS$ is $S$-sensitive where for every $\rho \in T_T$, $S(\rho)$ is the
sequence of $l$ consecutive mutator instances in $\rho$, the last of which is the $k$th-last mutator
instance in $\rho$. If there are not that many mutator instances in $\rho$, the missing ones are replaced
by $\bot(\bot, \bot)$ in $S(\rho)$. 
Theorem 16. Any data type with an $l$-consecutive-$k$-end-sensitive set of operations has consensus number at least $l$, using Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Consensus algorithms for $l$ processes using an $l$-consecutive-$k$-end-sensitive operation set. (A) Using mutator $OP$ and pure accessor $AOP$. (B) Using mixed operation $BOP$.

(A)  
1: for $x = 1$ to $k$ do  
2: $OP(input)$  
3: $vals[1..l] \leftarrow decode(AOP())$  
4: let $m = \arg\min\{n \in 1..l | vals[n] \neq \bot\}$  
5: if $m$ exists then  
6: decide($vals[m]$)  
7: end if  
8: end for  

(B)  
1: for $x = 1$ to $k$ do  
2: $vals[1..l] \leftarrow decode(BOP(input))$  
3: let $m = \arg\min\{r \in 1..l | vals[r] \neq \bot\}$  
4: if $m$ exists then  
5: decide($vals[m]$)  
6: end if  
7: end for  
8: decide($input$)

We will show that this is the maximum possible number of processes for which we can give an algorithm which solves consensus using any $l$-consecutive-$k$-end-sensitive operations set. We do this by considering a special case of that class, $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive with only pure operations, and showing that the bound is tight for it. As with most end sensitive classes, a set of operations which satisfies the definition of $l$-consecutive-$k$-end-sensitive may also be sensitive to more, earlier operations, and thus have a higher consensus number. We will show a particular example of such an operation set, to show that there is more work to be done to classify end-sensitive data types.

Theorem 17 below shows an upper bound on the consensus number of strictly $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive operation sets. That is, operation sets in which accessors can learn exactly the last $l$ mutators. To achieve this bound, we need to restrict ourselves to operation sets which have no mixed accessor/mutator operations. This is a strong restriction, but we will give an example showing that a mutator which also returns even a small amount of information about the state of the shared object can increase the consensus number of an operation set.

Theorem 17. Any data type with a strictly $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive set of operations which has no mixed accessor/mutator has consensus number at most $l$.

Proof. Assume we have a set of operations as specified in the theorem and an algorithm $A$ which uses them to solve consensus for $l+1$ processes. Let $C$ be a critical configuration, by Lemmas 6, 7, which also imply that all processes must be about to execute an operation on the same shared object. We consider the possible operations which processes may be about to execute.

- A process $p_i$ is about to execute a pure accessor, and $p_i(C)$ and $p_j(C)$ have different valencies, for some other process $p_j$:  
  By the definition of a pure accessor, configurations $p_j(C)$ and $p_j(p_i(C))$ will have the same shared state, and $p_j$ has the same state in both. Thus, if $p_j$ runs alone from either of these configurations, it will decide the same value, contradicting their difference in valency, so this case cannot occur.

- All processes are prepared to execute mutators:  
  Assume, WLOG, that $p_0(C)$ is 0-valent, and $p_1(C)$ is 1-valent. If each process $p_i$, $i \in \{0..l\}$ takes a step, in order, the resulting configuration is $p_i(p_{i-1}(...(p_1(p_0(C))...))$. However,
since the set of operations is strictly $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive, $p_t$ will not be able to distinguish this configuration from the one in which $p_0$ does not act, but all other processes execute their operations in the same order: $p_t(p_{t-1}(...p_1(C)...))$. Thus, if $p_t$ runs alone from either configuration, it will decide the same value in each case, which contradicts the fact that the first configuration is 0-valent and the second is 1-valent. Thus, this case cannot occur.

Since every possible set of ready operations at any critical configuration leads to a contradiction, we conclude that there is no such algorithm $A$ to solve consensus for $l + 1$ processes using the specified set of shared operations.

There are sets of operations which are strictly $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive, but have a mixed operation which returns information about the state of the object. We here give an example such set. Specifically, the mixed operation returns a (limited) count of the number of preceding mutators. Even this small amount of extra information is enough to increase the consensus power of a set of operations.

Consider an $l$-element shared cyclic queue with operations $Enq(l)$ and $ReadAll()$. $Enq(l)$ is a mixed accessor/mutator which adds $x$ to the tail of the queue, discarding the head element if there are more than $l$ elements in the queue, and returning the number of $Enq$ operations which have previously been executed, up to $l$. If more than $l Enq$ operations have been previously executed, the return value will continue to be $l$. $ReadAll()$ is a pure accessor which returns the entire contents of the $l$-element queue. This is clearly a strictly $l$-consecutive-0-end-sensitive set of operations, since the return values of $ReadAll()$ and $Enq$ depend on the last $l Enq(l)$ calls, but only the last $l$ are visible to each instance of one of these. We show that it has consensus number at least $l + 1$ by giving Algorithm 4.

**Algorithm 4** Algorithm for each process $i$ to solve consensus for $l + 1$ processes using a $l$-element cyclic queue with $Enq$ and $ReadAll$

1: $Write_i$(input)  
\[\text{▷ In a shared SWMR register}\]
2: $state \leftarrow Enq(i)$
3: $l\_history \leftarrow (ReadAll())$
4: \textbf{if} There are $state$ values preceding $i$ in $l\_history$ \textbf{then}
5: \hspace{1em} decide oldest element in $l\_history$
6: \textbf{else}
7: \hspace{1em} $j \leftarrow$ processor id not appearing in $l\_history$
8: \hspace{1em} decide $Read_j()$ \hspace{1em} $\text{▷ Value from } p_j\text{'s SWMR register}$
9: \textbf{end if}

The intuition for this algorithm is that all processes but one will be able to see which process was first. The variable $state$ will tell how many previous $Enq$ instances processes have executed. If this is less than $k$, all previous $Enqs$ are visible, and the process can return the input of the first. If there have been $k$ previous $Enqs$, then we cannot see the first, but we know that there are at most $l + 1$ processes and each executed only one $Enq$, so the one process whose $Enq$ we cannot see must have been first, and we decide that process’ input.

This algorithm shows that mixed operations can give extra strength for consensus, beyond sensitivity, which is difficult to quantify. In general, mixed operations can not only give different return values based on the state of the shared object, but can alter the way they modify the object’s state based on its previous state. This allows them to preserve any non-empty state, which means that it can keep a record of which process first modified...
the state, giving a front-sensitive data type, which can solve consensus for any number of processes. For example, a Read-Modify-Write operation can exhibit this behavior.

### 5 Conclusion

We have defined a number of classes of operations for shared objects, and explored their power for solving consensus. First, we generalized, with an intuitive result, the common understanding that knowing what process acted on a shared object first, or in some fixed position in the execution order, allows a consensus algorithm for any number of processes. We then considered what might be possible if only knowledge about recent operations, instead of initial operations, is available.

Here, because the set of recent operations is constantly changing, we must be more precise about what knowledge is available. If operations cannot both change and view the shared state atomically, then the number of processes which can solve consensus is given by the number of consecutive changes a process can view atomically. Further, these do not need to be the most recent changes, as long as processes know how old the data they receive is.

If operations can atomically view and change the shared state, then they generally have the potential for more computational power. We show that if an operation set has a mixed operation which can see one of the two latest previous changes, then it can solve consensus for two processes, where without a mixed operation, such an operation set could only solve consensus for one process. In general, though, allowing arbitrary mixed operations allows an arbitrary number of processes to solve consensus, depending on the power of the mixed operation. Also, mixed operations may be more expensive to implement than pure accessors or mutators, which would cause a trade-off between computational power and operation cost.

We summarize our results in Table 1. We have results for front-sensitive sets of operations and several subclasses of end-sensitive operation sets. Several of these classes have different consensus numbers if we allow mixed accessor/mutator operations or only allow pure accessors and pure mutators, so we separate those results. Note also that all upper bounds further assume a data type with a strictly sensitive set of operations.

In future work, we wish to fill missing entries in the above table. In addition, we wish to further explore conditions on the knowledge of the execution which operations can extract to classify more operations. More generally, the idea of exploring how information travels through the execution history of a shared object, affecting the return values of different subsequent operations in different ways, is fascinating. As currently defined, sensitivity cannot classify all possible operation sets, so an exploration of classifying and providing generic results for other shared data types is of interest.

Another direction is to consider trade-offs between the implementation costs of shared operations and their consensus numbers. It would be interesting to develop a metric which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation Set</th>
<th>Lower Bounds</th>
<th>Upper Bounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pure</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-sensitive</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-Sensitive</td>
<td>$k &gt; 2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k = 1$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$k = 2$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$-consecutive-$k$-end</td>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>$l$ ($k = 0$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Summary of Upper and Lower Bounds on Consensus Numbers
balances an operation’s cost with its computational strength. Finding minima of such a metric would be an interesting result, potentially showing the optimal cost for solving consensus for any given number of processes.
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